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in 2009 The peer-to-peer system and transactions take place between users directly, 

without an intermediary. These transactions are verified by network nodes and recorded in a 

public distributed ledger called a blockchain. Since the system works without a central 

repository or single administrator named ‘Bitcoin’, It is a cryptocurrency and a digital payment 

system invented by an anonymous programmer, or a group of programmers, under the name 

Satoshi Nakamoto. Bitcoin has known as the first decentralized digital currency. Besides being 

created as a reward for mining, bitcoin can be exchanged for other currencies, products, and 

services globally. 

From that, the world started recognizing the technological value of cryptocurrencies 

the decentralized peer-to-peer public ledgers, the blockchain, the new ways to approach 

security and anonymity, which have spread to a great variety of fields. The design model of 

cryptocurrencies has made traditional financial institutions seem obsolete by bringing new 

capabilities to individuals and organizations adopting them. The greatest innovation of Bitcoin 

is its decentralized nature. There is no person or entity in control of Bitcoin. Instead, the 

system is run by a network of computers, and data stored on the blockchain is distributed 

among them. Such distribution helps to resolve data storage and security issues. Everyone 

could access the data, but no one owns it, nor can change it without everyone else knowing 

it and make these benefits of this technology today are the facilitation of value transfers 

without the third parties, transfer of money in a more secure and completely anonymous way 

which protects users personal, also access to the global financial system with any device 

connected to the Internet with fewer fees. 
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Blockchain Technology 

The blockchain It is one of the fastest growing technology platforms in history, 

outpacing the growth of the world wide web also a public ledger that records cryptocurrency 

transactions.  

A novel solution accomplishes this without any trusted central authority and 

performed by a network of communicating nodes running software. Network nodes can 

validate transactions, add them to their copy of the ledger, and then broadcast these ledger 

additions to other nodes. The blockchain is a distributed database – to achieve independent 

verification of the chain of ownership of any and every coin amount, each network node stores 

its own copy of the blockchain. 

What is Bahtcoin? 

In recent years, cryptocurrencies have grown from digital novelties to trillion-dollar 

technologies. In the span of a few years mass adoption for crypto currencies is on the rise and 

blockchain technology has become increasingly essential and is positively impacting many 

aspects of our lives such as BTC, ETH, Decentralized finance is providing new opportunities for 

how we trading. Integrating blockchain technology with coding science has opened the 

business opportunities for people to study new technologies in finance, turning assets into 

digital assets. The advantage is that the data is recorded accurately, quickly, and cannot be 

edited, and it can be transparently monitored and, importantly, secure. We are intended to 

be a part of making this ecosystem easier to use digital assets. 
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And to make world's currency have a higher market value and become one of the 

most valuable digital tokens.  Our goal and primary are to provide convenience for users to 

create the first Token which could require adding more choice for people to use a digital 

token to facilitate digital assets transactions. We have developed BLOCKCHAIN ACCESSION 

AND HIGH TECHNOLOGY or “Bahtcoin” as a utility token to be available to use globally by 

available on trusted DEX blockchain. 

Bahtcoin Token is a utility token built for use as a digital asset which is built for digital 

trading. Bahtcoin has been developed based on technology, blockchain, and smart contract 

capabilities that everyone can access. It is secure and can effectively accommodate an 

increase in the number of transactions. 

Story of BAHTCOIN 

“Bahtcoin” (BLOCKCHAIN ACCESION HIGH TECHNOLOGY) Project has an idea of wanting 

to be a part of the future and investing with cryptocurrencies and digital asset exchange.  So, 

we came up with this project called Bahtcoin, so that all users have the opportunity to access 

the use of digital money and get ready for a future cashless society to be traded, exchange 

for various investment assets as well and can be used all over the world. 
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We establish to solve major problems afflicting upstream, midstream, and downstream 

players in the supply chain. These problems include high transaction costs, low financial 

liquidity of middlemen and creative workers, inability to liquidize digital assets, content 

distribution with unclear ownership rights, and unfairness of income distribution. We believe 

that fair economic infrastructure is necessary to solve these problems. To create such 

infrastructure, uses blockchain technology and smart contract. Decentralized Financial 

Services, and Wallet-to-Wallet (W2W) Decentralized Commerce through the trusted E-wallet 

with this economic infrastructure. 

Vision 

To distribute economic and financial opportunities to everyone equally and ensure 

transparency and security of assets in the reliable exchange. It has a fast-processing capability, 

combined with creating a complete composition of the ecosystem, which allows users to 

participate in the drive for transparent fintech technologies and genuinely benefit from the 

ecosystem. 

Mission 

To provide people and Global access to use Bahtcoin for trading and keep it as a 

valuable asset with a secure fintech technology. So, we have used a trusted ecosystem to 

support the participant. 
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which provides customers with digital assets. The customers could trade all digital 

assets by a method of payment with a low fee. The E-Wallet system creation and 

development operation aims to enable customers to use Bahtcoin trading more reliable. 

THE DIGITAL AND CREATIVE INDUSTRIES 

The global Digital Supply Chains, which include content creation by creative workers, 

content distribution platforms, and digital commerce, Creative workers, companies, and 

individuals. 

Distributor benefits, Value proposition 

Bahtcoin Token has an ecosystem partner to support token usability through the E-

Commerce platform, Mobile Applications, and E-Wallet to allow the participants to have a 

convenient trading system for assets trading and have a secure e-wallet which is easy to use, 

receive, send and trade. Creating a complete component of the financial ecosystem will 

enable all groups of users of Bahtcoin to genuinely benefit from the Bahtcoin ecosystem.  

Purpose 

Bahtcoin was established to offer total decentralized solutions for the above-

mentioned problems. High transaction costs, lack of financial liquidity, cross-platform 

exchange difficulties, there are fundamental problems amongst payment pressors, gateways, 

and financial institutions versus creative platforms, content providers and audiences  
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in the supply chain. They are all facing similar problems with centralized financial platforms 

including payment processors and gateways and financial institutions.  

This includes high transaction costs for nano transactions and lack of financial liquidity. 

Creative workers are unable to use their works as collaterals because banks do not see the 

value in their works. Although the content platforms have been trying to solve these problems 

through their internal tokens, there come problems regarding cross-platform exchange 

difficulties. Tokens from one platform cannot be used with another platform and digital 

contents in one platform cannot move around to other platforms as easily as it should be. 

This is due to their own standard information silos, which makes it impossible for users to 

monetize the tokens and creative workers to liquidize their digital assets in different platforms. 
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There are many kinds of cryptocurrencies today. These platforms are very good at their 

specific specializations, with each finding its own market in the global financial services 

industry. Although most of these coins or tokens are in their early stages, the future of 

blockchain technology is going to be stronger, mainstream adoption will come in the form of 

practical and easy to use platforms based on cryptocurrencies and blockchains. 

“Bahtcoin” (BLOCKCHAIN ACCESION HIGH TECHNOLOGY) will be introduced in 2022, 

and will be used as a digital utility token for several world Citizens that will include, and other 

features, an exchange, trading, etc. Bahtcoin is a way for its users to use cryptocurrencies and 

allow members to participate in exclusive projects in global. 

The next stages of the Project will start with the improvement of the cryptocurrency 

platform and ecosystem, as well as more exciting projects and opportunities for its members 

and users. 
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Bahtcoin has begun joining of cryptocurrency platforms for cross-border digital asset 

trading by using reliable cryptocurrency wallet and will allow all users to use a supported 

platform for start the trade in the convenience way.  
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METAMASK WALLET 

MetaMask is a software cryptocurrency wallet used to interact with the Ethereum 

blockchain. It allows users to access their Ethereum wallet through a browser extension or 

mobile app, which can be used to interact with decentralized applications. MetaMask is 

developed by a blockchain software company focusing on Ethereum-based tools and 

infrastructure. MetaMask allows users to store and manage account keys, broadcast 

transactions, send and receive cryptocurrencies and tokens, and securely connect to 

decentralized applications through a compatible web browser or the mobile app's built-in 

browser. 

The application includes work by swap tokens directly from your desktop or mobile 

wallet. The Swaps feature combines data from decentralized exchange aggregators, market 

makers, and DEXs, to ensure you get the very best price with the lowest network fees also 

application made available for free on iOS, Android, and Web platforms. The wallet will allow 

users to send and receive cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin, Ether, and Ripple, as well as Bahtcoin.  
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Privacy and Security 

The use of a seed phrase, or Secret Recovery Phrase, is a standard most crypto wallets 

use. It's generated randomly when you create a MetaMask account, which is unique, and 

serves to generate addresses. To create a MetaMask wallet, you are given your 12-word Secret 

Recovery Phrase. MetaMask does not control any of your personal or private data on our 

servers. Everything is encrypted in your browser and protected via your MetaMask password. 

So, when you lose your MetaMask accounts, and need to restore MetaMask, you can only do 

that with your Secret Recovery Phrase. MetaMask provides you with a unique 12-word Secret 

Recovery Phrase on the very first launch. If you did not write it down, or you lost it, you can 

log into MetaMask and reveal your Secret Recovery Phrase.  

DO NOT share this phrase with anyone! These words can be used to steal all your 

accounts. You can't edit or change your Secret Recovery Phrase. If you are unable to log back 

into MetaMask, due to forgetting password, there is no way to recover the phrase. The 

Decentralized Web is exploding with economic activity and has the potential for incredible 

growth. While this attracts a lot of well-deserved attention. 

Rugpulls 

A rugpull is the term that has been popularized to describe the DeFi equivalent, there 

isn't just one token or cryptocurrency per blockchain. In fact, the Ethereum blockchain has on 

it an incredible number of cryptocurrencies and creating a new one is a straightforward  
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procedure. Not only are they easy to create, but you can name them whatever you want, 

which can make identifying legitimate tokens particularly difficult. 
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Binance Smart Chain Evolution Proposal BEP20 is the standard for creating tokens 

on BSC, or using Binance Smart Chain development. Tokens are a valuable component of 

any blockchain based system or economy. They facilitate the movement of value and help 

track every activity on the blockchain. In other words, they are key to conducting many 

kinds of transactions. In many ways, it’s similar to Ethereum’s ERC20 standard; in other ways, 

it expands on it. BEP20 sets rules that all tokens created on BSC need to follow.  

The BEP20 token standard on BSC applies to any token that is launched or created 

on Binance Smart Chain’s platform. Examples of such tokens are utility tokens, stablecoins, 

and security tokens.  
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Bahtcoin Token technical details : BEP20 

Total Supply : 100,000,000 

Name : Bahtcoin (BLOCKCHAIN ACCESION HIGH TECHNOLOGY) 

Symbol : BHT 

Bahtcoin is a cryptocurrency token issued by one of our projects using BEP20, which resides 

on the Blockchain. The purpose of these tokens is to allow users to be able to use these coins 

in the Global trading in cryptocurrency world such as for bidding the NFTs or any digital assets 

by using the MetaMask Wallet app and credible DEX website. They will also be able to trade 

these coins on Cryptocurrency exchanges, allowing others to buy them and use them if they 

wish to use our tokens. 
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Intends to make the Bahtcoin a valuable ecosystem to its users and reach people 

around the world. One of our primary goals is to bring secure and reliable marketplace to 

people where they can trade products and services around the globe. Bahtcoin is a utility 

token that does not constitute any shareholding or securities. Holding Bahtcoin does not cause 

ownership or benefits or give shareholders rights or authority to manage. The model assumes, 

that the networking effect, reached by the increased circulation of token inside the ecosystem, 

will lead to simultaneous growth of token utility with respect to number of users and 

transactions. That correlation was proved by development history of prior cryptocurrencies 

and other projects tokens 

This Whitepaper document is not an investment prospectus or presentation. It does 

not constitute a presentation of the sale of securities or an invitation to invest in securities 

under any jurisdiction.  We create a fair economic infrastructure for all stakeholders in the 

digital and creative supply chains.  

Benefits of holding Bahtcoin Tokens 

For Business 

To create enormous value Including businesses that are related to financial technology 

will allow the business to grow gracefully.  Bahtcoin also wants to be part of the requirement  
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for all investors for their global business goal. To make transactions easier, and faster. It will 

make users doing their business as easy as never before. Whether in trading for digital asstes 

can be easily exchanged for Bahtcoin with low fees. There will be absolutely no exploitation 

of entrepreneurs.   

For General users 

With the growing popularity of digital asset ownership, it is important to turn your 

attention to crypto.  But for beginners, may not understand the mechanics of the exchange, 

so they can risk high investments or maybe deceive by scammers.  Therefore, Bahtcoin is a 

good starting point for investing as it has an easy access on DEX.  And it's easy to trade through 

the world-renowned DEX and users assets are owned by the highly secure and popular like 

MetaMask. 
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Q1 2022 (January-March) 

-Launch a website. 

-Launch social media. 

-Publish Whitepaper. 

Q2 2022 (April-June) 

-Launch tokens on the 2nd exchange. 

Q3 2022 (July-September) 

-Launch tokens on the 3rd exchange. 

-Gather 1,000 members, share and update the news to members through community. 

Q4 2022 (October-December) 

- Plan to be listed on CoinGecko 
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Please read this disclaimer section carefully. 

This Whitepaper document was written only to describe future operational plans and 

the “Bahtcoin” (BLOCKCHAIN ACCESION HIGH TECHNOLOGY) ecosystem. We are not 

responsible for any damages (whether anticipated or not) from the person or organization 

bringing information about Bahtcoin or our ecosystem in this document to be referenced or 

interpreted without careful consideration. Company Executives, employees, agents, and 

stakeholders are not responsible for the reader receiving the information contained in this 

document and then interpreting, analyzing, anticipating, or republishing the information 

(whether due to negligence, personal opinions, etc.). Therefore, the information in this 

document should not be referred to in future action plans. At the same time, the action plan 

outlined in this document may not occur due to risk factors such as limitations or 

technological errors, legal or standard control restrictions, market mechanisms, company 

discretion, data discrepancies, or any changes that may occur.  

Our Company shall not be responsible for any loss of token or situations making it 

impossible to access our tokens, which may result from any actions or omissions of the user 

or any person undertaking to acquire as well as in case of hacker attacks. The purchaser of 

Bahtcoin tokens acknowledges that some people understand and has a significant experience 

with cryptocurrencies, blockchain systems and services, and that she/he fully understands the 

risks associated with the crowd sale as well as the mechanism related to the use of 

token/cryptocurrencies. 

You agree and acknowledge that the Bahtcoin is not liable for any indirect, special, 

incidental, consequential or other losses of any kind, in tort, contract or otherwise, including 

but not limited to loss of revenue, income or profits, or loss of use or data, or loss of 

reputation, or loss of any economic or other opportunity of whatever nature or however 

arising. 
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Therefore, user should carefully consider the risks, costs and benefits of acquiring. 

Furthermore, any malfunction, unplanned function or unexpected operation of the BEP-20 

protocol may cause the Company’s network or Bahtcoin token to malfunction or operate in 

a way that is not expected. 

This document and information contained herein may not be sent and or addressed 

wholly or in part, directly or indirectly, to any person in the United States or Singapore, or any 

other jurisdiction in which it would be impermissible or otherwise restricted to offer, distribute, 

purchase, sell or retain cryptographic tokens. 

PLEASE READ ALL PARTS OF THIS NOTICE CAREFULLY. THIS WHITEPAPER IS TO BE READ 

IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE TOKEN SALE AGREEMENT AND ITS TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

TO BE SUPPLIED. 

All definitions contained in this notice shall bear the same meaning as provided in the 

Whitepaper unless stated otherwise. 

BAHTCOIN is not intended to constitute: 

1. securities in any jurisdiction. 

2. currency of any kind. 

3. stocks, shares or debentures. 

4. units in a collective investment scheme or business trust. 

5. equity in an investment fund. 
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Any regulation or legislation applicable to securities or to any of (1 to 5) above will not 

be applicable to this Whitepaper and the Bahtcoin offering. This Whitepaper does not 

constitute a prospectus or offer document, nor is it an offer of securities or an attempted 

solicitation for investment in securities in any jurisdiction. This Whitepaper and the Bahtcoin 

offering have not been approved by any regulatory body in any jurisdiction. It should not be 

assumed that the Whitepaper and the Bahtcoin offering comply with any laws, regulation or 

legislation of any jurisdiction. The purchase of Bahtcoin and participation in the token offering 

is inherently risky. No warranty, guarantee or undertaking is made by us. 
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Mr. Chirawit Aphilerdbencharong 

Mr. Chirawit Aphilerdbencharong has become the new Bahtcoin project owner. He is 

committed to advancing projects with many years of experience in the industry. 
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